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The Classical Perception of Drug Discovery
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Drug Discovery Today

A highly networked multi-disciplinary environment!
A multitude of cost intensive technologies!
Additional Complexity: Multidimensional Optimization
Why so complex?
Why these high costs?

“Low hanging fruits are gone” – technologies, translational approaches to overcome

**Increasing demands:**
e.g. T2D: need to demonstrate not just glucose lowering, but benefit on mortality and morbidity.
⇒ longer studies, more patients, higher costs

**Natural products:**
- Scientifically of value
- Complex optimization required!!
  (oral bioavailability, PK, selectivity, …)
- Complex synthesis!!
- Reliability of supply
Pharmaceutical R&D: Summary

Still many unmet medical needs - complex - frontier science - high-tech - expensive - high-risk

$<\frac{1}{60}\$ • Less than 1 out of 60 research projects started will deliver a drug to the market.

$<\frac{1}{10}\$ • Less than 1 out of 10 molecules starting in clinical trials makes it to the market.

$>10$ yrs • More than 10 years from project start to entering the market.

$<10$ yrs • Period of patent protection for a drug entering the market: less than 10 years.

$1.3$ bil USD • The costs for bringing 1 new drug to the market: USD $1'300'000'000$. 
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